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Memory does not help me and I do not have time to make a
check. But it seems to me that Dom Bedos de Celles (17091779) considered the Regal the best organ to study.
At that time I still remembered my restoration of a couple of
Callido organs in Venice, and I was still fascinated with the
sound of the Violoncello 8 ', a Regale stop entirely in cypress
(tongues apart, of course).

The sound of this stop is magical, and as soon as the lab's
commitments allowed it, I started making this instrument to
study Regal pipes physics and at the same time build my
instrument to study.
I did not copy the Callido's Violoncello because of its
dimensions not suitable for a small instrument.
However, I have made a whole copy of such a stop for a third
party: I still carry the wounds of that business!
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Having consulted all the available sources and visited a twice
the Museums of Musical Instruments in Nürberg, Leipzig, Berlin,
Brussels, I was directed to a Regal presented by Bernhardt
Edskes in a publication of Schola Cantorum Basiliensis for
Amadeus publisher of 1980: the Regal of Christophorus
Pfleger 1644.
It was a quite free inspiration because I was interested in the
physics of the wooden reeds while the original was in tin; and,
do not forget it, I wanted my studio organ!
The free interpretation has moved to the adoption of the first
octave chromatic and a single bellows powered by a blower. I
have also provided a music stand, very little philological but
very practical!
The Regal can play in all temperaments, with pitch 415-440 -465 Hz.

Dimensions: cm 77 x 65 x 22 (width x depth x height)
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